
To cloud or not to cloud?
Access control and time 

recording with SAP ERP and 

SAP SuccessFactors
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SAP ERP and SAP 
SuccessFactors:
How to successfully 
manage access control 
and time recording
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Long-standing partnership  

As a long-standing SAP partner, dormakaba offers 

customised solutions for your company. Join a group 

of more than 1,800 customers worldwide, who already 

put their trust our SAP solutions. 

Our systems are fully future and investment-proof, and 

compatible with many interfaces (SAP ERP, S/4, Success-

Factors etc.). Get the most out of complete integration 

of your processes into SAP and take advantage of central 

data storage and automatic, secure and failsafe data 

exchange. Trust in the security of comprehensive advice 

and planning. 

Everything in SAP 

Dozens, if not hundreds of people – employees, partners, 

service providers enter your company on a daily basis. 

This raises many questions: How to manage access to 

premises, property, departments and individual offices 

as simply, securely and efficiently as possible? Along with 

time recording, key processes within your company are 

concerned. 

Your benefits

• Access control and time recording integrated into 

your SAP system

• Use of the existing IT infrastructure

• Familiar environment for users

• Simplified processes for the responsible HR and 

security personnel

As a SAP user, you are already clear on this point: SAP 

solutions substantially simplify overall management of 

all core processes in your company. The next logical step: 

integration of access control and time recording into 

your SAP system. This lets you save HR administration 

 resources and speed up work flows. Not mention sparing 

your IT department the extra workload of dealing with 

additional IT systems, while offering users more func-

tions in their familiar SAP environment.

dormakaba’s SAP solutions are ideal because they can 

be seamlessly integrated into your SAP system.
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Everything under control 
with one system

We offer you comprehensive systems access control, time 

recording and media management with dormakaba EACM 

for SAP ERP and dormakaba jay cloud for SAP Success 

Factors. Aside from software modules, the systems also 

include all the necessary hardware components like 

electronic and mechatronic door fittings, access readers, 

time and attendance data collection terminals and a 

wide selection of media.

Online components

(wired)

User media

Stand-alone 

components

(wireless)

b-comm
ERPEACM

jay 
cloud
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Access control
In order to map your organisational needs as clearly 

as possible, define the corresponding areas and access 

profiles to considerably simplify and speed up rights 

assignment. If an employee transfers to another depart-

ment, the change in SAP HCM or SAP SuccessFactors 

automatically initiates a change of access rights. Just as 

easy: monitoring areas, controlling comings and goings 

at all PoEs and preventing prohibited access of two 

persons at one time – in other words, the transparent 

documentation of all movements in high-security areas.

Time recording
Even your time and attendance recording processes can 

be easily automated through seamless integration into 

your SAP system. This enables swift recording of atten-

dance and absence times and greatly eases HR manage-

ment efforts. An option is also available of sending all 

time and attendance data for processing in time man-

agement modules.

Media management
Just as important as important as the overview of all 

access rights, is the secure and transparent management 

of access media. EACM and jay cloud help you with all 

your media handling needs. From issuing new access 

media or a replacement ID card to returns, EACM and jay 

cloud permit smooth procedures in the handling of your 

media for employees, visitors and external companies. 

Core applications and their benefits
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You're a SAP user.
Make the most of it.
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SAP ERP

SAP OM

Organisational 

Management

SAP HCM

Human Capital 

Management

EACM

Time and access components

EACM and SAP ERP
Your all-in-one on-premise solution  

EACM is directly linked to the organisation 

management in SAP ERP. For you, this 

means: all data and structures available in 

SAP HCM can be used for access control, 

time recording and media management 

with the help of EACM. This integrated 

approach is singular on the market, and 

ensure homogeneous operation. 

If you use SAP ERP in combination with SAP 

SuccessFactors, then EACM is your choice – 

for it offers the relevant interfaces. Everything 

therefore runs simply and directly from your 

SAP system, via your familiar user interfaces 

and existing IT infrastructure.
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Access control via 
SAP cloud? You bet!
Step into the world 
of jay cloud
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SAP cloud platform

IoT Gateway

jay cloud

SAP SuccessFactors

SAP Leonardo IoT Foundation

Time and access components

jay cloud and SAP SuccessFactors
The solution for your future in 

the cloud

As digitalisation evolves, it also brings 

adjustments and changes in the access 

solution sector. Does your HR manage-

ment work with SAP SuccessFactors 

Employee Central and so already relies 

on cloud technologies? If so, jay cloud 

is the perfect solution for your access 

control, time recording and media man-

agement needs. jay cloud was devel-

oped in close cooperation with SAP as 

part of a co-innovation programme. 

This means that jay cloud was based 

on the SAP cloud platform from the 

outset and forms an important 

building block for  future-focused 

companies.
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Step into the future with 
dormakaba: 
no matter whether with SAP ERP 

or SAP SuccessFactors
Irrespective of whether you currently use SAP ERP in 

your company, are planning to move to the cloud soon 

or have already done so: If you opt for dormakaba’s 

SAP solutions, your company will always be on the right 

track – thanks to EACM for SAP ERP and jay cloud for 

SAP SuccessFactors.

So even if your company is still using SAP ERP, you can 

install EACM without any problems, because you won’t 

need any new hardware when you change to jay cloud. 

This means that if you opt to change in the future, you 

won’t need to buy or install new access components or 

new time and attendance data collection terminals. 

You simply change from EACM to jay cloud and all your 

settings and data are carried over into the new system. 

Future proofness has never been easier. 

dormakaba’s SAP solutions save your resources and put 

in place vital building blocks to make your company even 

fitter for the future – regardless of whether you change 

now or in three years’ time. Easy integration into your 

SAP system enables seamless transition of your access 

management and time recording systems.
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Any questions?
Scenarios and answers

I’m already a dormakaba customer and we use b-comm 
ERP or EACM; now we are go to change to SAP S/4 in 
the cloud: Does this mean a whole new investment?
Not at all, if you change now to SAP S/4 or SAP Success-

Factors in the cloud, you can keep your current hardware. 

You merely change from EACM or b-comm ERP to jay 

cloud. 

I know that we're going to switch to SAP S/4 in two 
years’ time and move to the cloud. So does it make 
any sense at all to invest in EACM now?
Absolutely! When you move to the cloud, all your hard-

ware stays the same, and all the data and settings are 

carried over. 

Although we use SAP ERP in our company, we already 
do our HR management with SAP SuccessFactors. 
Which solution is right for us?
In this case, use EACM because it already has an interface 

to SAP SuccessFactors.

If I move to the cloud in the future, will I have to make 
new investments and retrofit my hardware? 
No, that won't be necessary. All dormakaba SAP solutions 

use the current access control components and time and 

attendance data collection terminals.

None of these scenarios reflects your situation? 
We will be happy to answer your questions individually 

and take a look at your particular requirements.

On premise

On demand

Present 10 years10 years

EACMb-comm ERP jay cloud



Door hardware Entrance systems

System solutions
Access and time

Interior glass systems

Mechanical 
key systems

Service
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Authorised dormakaba partner:

dormakaba 
International Holding AG 
Hofwisenstrasse 24

CH-8153 Rümlang

T +41 44 818 90 11

info@dormakaba.com

www.dormakaba.com


